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In the July 1950 issue of Your Physique, Joe 
Weider, publisher and editor, outlined ten predictions for 
the future. By the close of the twentieth century, he 
wrote, bodybuilding-by which he meant weight train
ing-would become an international phenomenon; the 
general public, he proclaimed, would embrace fitness 
training for stress relief and enhanced health; the muscu
lar physique would be valued and aesthetically appreci
ated; and the basic principles ofbodybuilding-balanced 
diets, adequate sleep, fresh air, sunshine, and regular 
workouts-would be recognized as essential to healthy 
living.l Weider's sixth prediction, however, seems in 
retrospect to have been the least likely to be realized giv
en the conservative attitudes toward strength training for 
sport that existed within North America in 1950.2 Wei
der wrote, "I predict that bodybuilding will become the 
stepping stone to every other sport and physical activi
ty."3 

Over the next six decades, Joe Weider undoubt
edly held these predictions in his head as he published 
more than thirty different magazines, including the well
known fitness publications Your Physique, Muscle 
Builder, Muscle Power, Mr. America, Muscle and Fit
ness, Flex, Mens Fitness, and Shape.4 Through his pub-
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Iications the Weider name became synonymous with 
bodybuilding and fitness, and Weider's editorial deci
sions helped his predictions become reality. By the end 
of the twentieth century, weight training would explode 
in popularity in the United States; it would be widely 
accepted as a necessary part of fitness training; and the 
basic elements of what Weider called the "bodybuilding 
lifestyle" would be followed by millions of individuals 
around the world.s Weight training as an adjunct to sport 
training would also become so commonly practiced that 
a new profession-strength coaching-would emerge in 
the late twentieth century, a profession fostered in large 
part by the advocacy of magazine publishers Bob Hoff
man and Joe Weider. 

Surprisingly, Weider's contributions to changing 
the culture of America on such matters as muscularity 
and personal fitness have received only cursmy attention 
by academics.6 Even less attention has been paid by the 
academic and sport science community to Weider's role 
in encouraging the use of strength training for sport. 
York Barbell Company magnate Bob Hoffman-who 
began publishing Strength & Health magazine in 1932-
has historically been credited as the advocate who 
almost singlehandedly championed the idea that barbell 
training could be used to enhance sport performance.? 
While it is true that Hoffman's promotion of strength 
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training began with the first 
issue of Strength & Health in 
an atticle entitled, "How to 
Improve at Your Chosen 
Sport," he was not alone in 
speaking out in favor of 
weight training for athletes 
during the middle decades of 
the twentieth cenh1ry.s 
Although it falls outside the 
scope of this study, from 1960 
to 1965 California gym owner 
Walt Marcyan also played a 
significant role in promoting 
strength training for sport with 
the publication of his maga
zine Physical Power: Maxi
mum Training Methods for 
Optimum Physical Efficiency.9 
Far more significant are the 
contributions of Joe Weider, 
who not only published 
dozens of articles during the 
1940s and 1950s debunking 
the myths that kept many ath
letes from training with 
weights but also, in 1963, 
launched All American Ath
lete: The Magazine of Cham
pions, a publication that 
brought together many of the 
basic concepts of strength
training science well before 
the founding of the National 
Strength and Conditioning 
Association. 

Becoming a Weight Trainer 
Joe Weider was born 

on November 27, 1920 in 
Montreal, Quebec, to Louis 
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and Anna Weider, who had Joe Weider practiced what he preached and often used 

immigrated to Canada from photos of himself in Your Physique and his other magazines 

2006 as the president of the 
International Federation of 
Bodybuilding (IFBB), the 
organization they began in 
1946.11 The Weider brothers 
grew up as part of Montreal's 
Jewish community and, as 
such, they were often subject 
to harassment by classmates 
and others who acted on their 
prejudices against Jews. After 
years of taking what Joe 
described in his autobiography, 
Brothers of Iron, as "lots of 
crap" and periodically getting 
into fights, he decided he need
ed to learn how to defend him
self.12 His first thought was to 
take up wrestling but he was so 
thin and gangly that the local 
wrestling coach wouldn't let 
him try out because he feared 
he'd get hurt. Not long after 
that Weider happened upon an 
issue of Strength magazine 
while at the library. He 
recalled that one image pmtic
ularly struck him-a photo of a 
young weight-lifter named 
John Grimek.u To Weider, 
Grimek's size and muscularity 
conveyed physical power, and 
it inspired Weider to take up 
weight training himself. If 
such muscularity and implicit 
power could be manufachlred, 
he began thinking, perhaps he 
could transform himself into a 
man who would be respected 
and who would no longer have 
to fear the neighborhood bul
lies.14 

According to his auto
Poland ten years earlier.Io He to inspire his readers. 

was the sixth child born to the couple, the third in Cana
da, and, to that point, only the second to survive past 
infancy. Their seventh child, Ben, born in 1923, would 
become Joe's life-long business partner and served, until 
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biography, Weider, then about 
thirteen years of age, attempted to acquire the type of 
weights he had seen in Strength in his hometown of 
Montreal. Unable to find any for sale locally, he con
vinced a foreman at a scrap yard to make a barbell for 
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him from some small flywheels 
and a rusted iron shaft. The set 
was caJied back to a shed behind 
the Weider home and Joe lifted it 
religiously until his strength 
improved to the point that more 
resistance was needed. While 
the teenager didn't have the 
funds to buy a new set, he didn't 
lack moxie, and wrote a Jetter to 
George Jowett, then selling bar
bell sets, and asked Jowett to sell 
him a set over time. Jowett 
agreed, and Weider mailed him 
fifty cents each week until he 
had paid off the seven dollar 
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price. IS With his new adjustable Throughout the 1940s and 1950s Weider's magazines 

set, Weider continued working promoted the idea that barbell training should be 

transformative power of weight 
training. It was first used in 
America by George Barker 
Windship in an article for the 
Atlantic Monthly in 1862.18 In 
Windship's version of the tale, he 
was a freshman at Harvard in 
1850, weighing a mere hundred 
pounds and mocked and picked 
on by classmates because of his 
small size. Quickly tiring of the 
derision, Windship took up first 
gymnastics and then heavy 
weight lifting so that by the time 
he graduated he was known as 
"the strongest man at Harvard." 
He then spent the rest of his life 
proselytizing about the benefits 
of what he called the "Health 
Lift."J9 Charles Atlas (Angelo 

on the Olympic lifts and made 
additional gains in muscle mass 
and strength. He even began 

viewed as the "springboard to success" in sports. This 
December 1946 cartoon from Muscle Power graphi
cally illustrates that idea. Siciliano) similarly marketed his 

mail-order training course-Dynamic Tension-based 
on the idea that manhood (and strength and courage and 
success) was equated with the possession of muscles. So 
effective was Atlas's advertising campaign that it is 
regarded as the most successful print advertising cam
paign of all time.2o First run in 1929, the advetiisement 
titled "The Insult that Made a Man out of Mac," showed 
a skitmy teen-age boy and a young attractive girl sun
bathing at the beach when a bully comes along and kicks 
sand in their faces. Afraid to respond, and embarrassed 
to be seen as a coward in the eyes of the girl, the boy 
sends away for Atlas's Dynamic Tension course, and in 
the next frame of the ad, a newly muscular young man 
returns to the beach several months later, fells the bully 
with a single punch, and then walks out of frame with an 
adoring girlfriend on his arm.21 

competing, and the heavy lifting transformed Joe from a 
lanky waif to a strong, muscular young man. The evi
dence of this became fully clear to Joe and others when 
a local bully followed Ben home from school one day. 
Ben had attempted to avoid a beating by telling the larg
er and older boy that it would lead to a reprisal by his big 
brother. The bully apparently took it as a challenge and 
went to the Weider home to confront Joe. Joe later 
claimed that his weight-trained muscles allowed him to 
punch the young man with such force that the bully was 
knocked unconscious.l6 

Apparently, weight training had given Joe a new 
physique, more strength, and new confidence. Weighing 
then about 165 pounds, he and Ben, who also began 
training, found that those who wished to jeer and make 
fun of Jews in their presence had largely disappeared, 
and as word got out about his strength and prowess, 
those who chose to challenge Joe paid a price. It also 
wasn't unnoticed by Joe that he had begun to receive 
extra attention from girls, and that adults showed him 
more respect because of his physique. "Bodybuilding 
changed me-body, mind, and soul," Joe claimed in lat
er years; it also altered his social and financial circum
stances. I? 

While Joe's stmy is inspiring, it is certainly not 
unique in the annals of physical culture history. His sto
ry is just one more example of the oft-told tale of the 
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Weider's strikingly similar story and the notion 
of achieving manhood through a tangible, physical trans
formation was a cornn1on component of"masculine con
version narratives" in the late nineteenth and early twen
tieth centmy.22 Anxiety about masculinity began to take 
shape during the middle of the nineteenth century due to 
various factors, chief among them industrialization and 
urbanization. The shift from agriculture and artisanal 
employment to factory work with little chance of 
advancement led many men to tum to recreational pur
suits to fmd a sense of achievement and fulfillment.23 
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By the early twentieth century, the sense 
of emasculation was heightened fmther 
by the sedentary nature of most jobs.24 
The muscularity produced by weight 
training, then, was a very obvious sign 
that one had become a convert to the cult 
of the body. In addition to serving as an 
emblem of health, muscularity also con
veyed a sense that the person possessed 
self-control and was willing to make 
sacrifices for a greater good, like 
improved health. Weider's transforma
tion, like that of "Mac" in the Atlas 
adve1tisement, thus fits nicely alongside 
other early twentieth-century tales of 
self-improvements such as Horatio 
Alger's tale of Ragged Dick, the young 
boot-black who rose to middle class 
prosperity through determination, hon
esty and consistent, hard work.2s 

Indeed, Weider and others 
repeatedly stressed the Alger-like quali
ties of their own narrative. Frederick 
Tilney wrote an article in 1944 for Your 
Physique recounting Joe's early story 
and explained to readers how Weider 
transformed himself by "demand[ing] 
for himself a well-developed body" and 
then started his first magazine, Your 
Physique, in his parents' kitchen "with a 
paltry twenty dollars!"26 Much like 
Alger with "Ragged Dick," Tilney 
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emphasized the temperance, hard work, In 1968, Ben Weider honored George Jowett for his many contributions to the field of 

and frugality of Weider 's early life.27 In weight training at the Mr. Canada contest. Although born in England, Jowett lived in 
Canada after 1945 and wrote for the Weider magazines for many years. Jowett, 

his autobiography, Weider reinforced 
unknowingly, helped both Weider brothers get started in their publishing business by 

this portrayal by writing, "I didn't drink allowing Joe to buy a barbell on a layaway plan. 
or go wild like other young people. I 
had to be sharp for work in the morning, and I had to 
save my money."28 In the years ahead, Weider (and his 
rival Bob Hoffman) would sell untold thousands of mag
azines by recounting the stories of dozens of other men 
who underwent similar muscular conversions and there
by found success.29 

Celebrating Strength and Beauty 
Joe Weider's physical transfmmation would per

manently color his view of the utility of weight training. 
His new physique had led to a change in how he was per-
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ceived by women and other men and the new respect he 
found had a profound impact on him. In his first edito
rial for Your Physique in 1940 he addressed his Canadi
an readers and reminded them that at one time Canada 
had possessed the strongest men in the world. "Why are 
we so far behind other countries," he asked his readers, 
"What has caused this downfall?" Weider then went on 
to explain that his hope was that Your Physique would 
provide Canadians with the information they needed to 
regain their international standing in competitive 
weightlifting. It was time, he explained, for Canada to 
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.NATIONAL HEALTH AND PHYSICA.L CULTURE MAGAZINE 
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The first issue of Your Physique consisted of 22 pages of mimeo
graphed material with hand-drawn illustrations stapled inside this 
printed wrapper. Barton Horvath was Your Physique's first cover
man. To view the entire first issue as a "flipping book," go to the 
Stark Center's Digital E-Book Arcvhive at: http:/ /www.starkcen
ter.org/todd-mclean-library/digital-books/. 

build a team that would be known as the "Champion 
Weight-Lifting Team of the World."Jo Weider's plea to 
Canadian nationalism was strikingly reminiscent ofBob 
Hoffman's first editorial in Strength & Health in which 
he also wrote of the importance of barbell training as a 
means to ensure physical superiority over other 
nations.JI 

Unlike Hoffman, who wasn't particularly inter
ested in promoting competitive bodybuilding in the ear
ly days of his magazines, Weider's first editorial goes on 
to explain that each issue of Your Physique will contain 
information on competitive weightlifting and building a 
better physique. Weider 's hero--Atthur Dandurand, the 
"well-known Canadian authority"-he explained, will 
write in each issue on developing the various parts of the 
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body, and "well known trainer," William Oliphant, Wei
der continued, would dispense advice on both weightlift
ing and bodybuilding.32 Although there are no refer
ences to using barbells for sport training in this first 
issue, what is most striking-given Weider's close asso
ciation with the growth and expansion of bodybuilding 
around the world-is the magazine's strong focus on 
competitive weightlifting.JJ Perhaps this should not be 
too surprising as Weider was actively competing in 
weightlifting at that time. In fact, the results of his vic
tory in the 165-pound class in the "Montreal & District 
Senior Meet" appear in the first issue, and it is noted by 
author Harvey Hill that Weider pressed 190 pounds, 
snatched 200 pounds, and cleaned and jerked 270 
pounds. His 660-pound total was the highest in the 
meet.34 In some ways, the best statement of Weider's 
true views on the value of weight training at this stage of 
his career appear in an article on nutrition in that same 
issue. There, Weider writes defmitively, "Weight-lifting 
is an ideal form of exercise. It develops the muscles to 
their full form and beauty, it increases chest expansion, 
and thereby the lung capacity. It aids to strengthen the 
abdominal wall which protects our vital internal organs; 
it gives us a sense of superiority over our fellow man by 
giving us strength and beauty. "35 

Strength for Sport: Hoffman's Early Years 
Robert (Bob) Hoffman had a different transfor

mative experience because of weight training. As histo
rian John Fair has documented, Hoffman, born in 1898, 
became a member of the Pittsburg Aquatic Club and 
competed in swimming and canoeing events for the club. 
Although he later grew to 6'3" and weighed well over 
200 pounds, Hoffinan was a slender boy, who decided to 
try to get fitter in order to be a better athlete. As a teenag
er he first practiced calisthenics to help his canoe rac
ing.36 Following his service in the First World War, 
Hoffman returned home to Pennsylvania and again 
began to compete for the club. It was then, he told read
ers in a 1933 Strength & Health article, that he decided 
"barbell training was the way to gain the strength and 
muscle [I] much desired," and so he ordered a set of 
weights from the Milo Barbell Company.37 Hoffman lat
er claimed that his weight-trained muscles were the edge 
that allowed him to win more than 600 different contests 
in sports such as boxing, wrestling, handball, and canoe
ing.Js 

So, unlike Weider, who began training to ward 
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off bullies, Hoffman's motivation was the desire to 
become a better athlete. Thus it is not surprising-even 
after he became totally enamored of competitive 
weightlifting and stopped competing in canoeing and 
other sports-that Hoffman's outspoken advocacy of 
strength training for athletes never wavered. In his var
ious publications, training was always functional. One 
should either train for competitive weightlifting or use 
the strength gained through weightlifting to improve at 
"your chosen sport." While Hoffman "equated size with 
manliness," as Weider did, Strength & Health magazine 
remained primarily committed to competitive weightlift
ing along with frequent articles on sport training. In the 
early decades of the magazine he did not promote weight 
training solely for aesthetic reasons. Training solely for 
muscular size, or "beauty," as Weider had described it, 
mattered little to Hoffman unless there was some mean
ingful utility implicit in that size.39 

Fighting the Negative Mythology 
Surrounding Weight Training 

Regardless of why a man might choose to take 
up barbell training in the early twentieth century, North 
Americans almost universally considered such training 
to be wrong-headed. This belief was based on a set of 
persuasive, yet erroneous, myths that characterized 
weight training as hazardous to both health and athletic 
performance. Various professional physical educators 
and medical doctors had linked barbell training in the 
public's mind with such theoretical maladies as "ath
lete's heart," muscle-binding, rupture (hernia), stunted 
growth, and a general decline in vitality.4o In order to 
convince men to take up strength training and then, it 
was hoped, to become magazine subscribers, Weider and 
Hoffman had to first dispel the notion that lifters would 
experience any of these adverse effects. 

Weider tackled this negative mythology in the 
first issue of Your Physique in an article credited to 
Canadian strongman Arthur Dandurand.41 In "I am 
Young at Sixty-Two," Dandurand claimed that he had 
been warned heavy lifting would make him "muscle
bound," would give him a weak heart, would create high 
blood pressure, and cause him to develop a rupture, or 
hernia. In spite of these dire warnings, he assured read
ers, "a lifetime spent in strenuous sports did not have ill 
effects" on him.42 Several months later, in the fourth 
issue of Your Physique, Olympic weightlifting coach 
Mark Berry explicitly denied the existence of "athlete's 
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heart" as a pathological condition.43 Many physicians in 
the early twentieth century did not understand that it was 
normal for a heatt to grow larger as a result of regular 
exercise--of any kind. Like skeletal muscle, heatt tis
sue also adapts to stressful stimuli and the increased size 
facilitates improved function.44 In the early twentieth 
centmy, however, this adaptation was believed to be 
pathological-not beneficial. The argument made by 
most physicians was that "violent athletic exercise," 
whether strength-based or endurance-based, placed a 
"great mechanical strain on the heart," and "that ... pro
longed training in successive years may lead to penna
nent injmy of the heart."45 Concern about the condition 
called "athlete's heatt" was not limited to weightlifting; 
football, track, basketball, and many other activities 
were also considered too rigorous by some "expet1s."46 
Weider's authors addressed the topic of "athlete's heart" 
on a number of occasions in Your Physique, a fact that 
suggests just how pervasive and powerful this negative 
myth was in that era.47 

While an enlarged heart presented one set of 
concerns for those interested in weight training, another 
negative belief concerned muscle itself. According to 
historian John Hoberman, enlarged skeletal muscle was 
also seen as a potential marker of ill health at the turn of 
the twentieth century. In 1892, a meeting of the Medical 
Society of Berlin included the examination of an 
"impressively muscled individual" who had respiratmy 
difficulties. The physicians at the conference assumed 
that the insufficient ventilation and subsequent vertigo 
reported by the man were due to his hypertrophied chest 
musculature which, they assumed, prevented his chest 
from fully expanding.4s The idea that muscle posed dan
gers to the organism can also be seen in the work of Ran
dolph Faires, a physician and instructor of physical edu
cation at the University of Pennsylvania in the 1890s. 
Faires cautioned that the "overdevelopment of one part 
(ofthe body) is always accompanied by a corresponding 
weakness."49 To justify this assettion, Faires discussed 
the limited quantity of blood and claimed that directing 
it toward one area of the body deprived other areas, caus
ing them to "suffer."so Another physician, G.F. Lydston, 
similarly warned readers in 1905 that over-exertion pro
duced weakness because it resulted in a "waste of pow
ers that will be needed in middle life."51 Some physi
cians went so far as to classify hypet1rophied muscles as 
"parasitic" because they "impose[ d] a severe strain on 
the rest of the organism. "52 
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Historians Rob Beamish and Ian Richie point 
out that "Scientific discourse [in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries] was contoured by the law of 
the conservation of energy . . . in accordance with the 
conception of science at that time and the concomitant 
belief that scientific laws applied universally, the laws of 
one area were applied to others."53 The notion of con
servation of energy or the first law of them10dynamics, 
they argue, also applied to human physiology. Human 
capacities, Beamish and Ritchie point out, were general
ly understood as a bank from which only withdrawals 
could be made. As a result of this misunderstanding of 
the conservation of energy and an inability to distinguish 
between pathology and adaptation, fitness enthusiasts in 
the early twentieth century were repeatedly warned to 
avoid overtaxing their systems.s4 Training and exercise 
were intended to help the individual reach their "heredi
tary potential," or "natural limits," rather than expand 
their natural capacity.ss The notion of "natural limits" 
became pervasive within the medical and physical edu
cation communities in this era and adult men, in partic
ular, were warned not to overdo. Those who wanted to 
go beyond genetics and build a muscular body through 
barbell training were warned that muscle beyond their 
genetically predetermined "natural limit" would be a 
drain on their system-blood would be divet1ed to mus
cle that was needed for other bodily functions. The the
ory was that because their natural constitution had been 
violated, a diseased state was almost certain to follow. 

Even if the muscles that resulted from weight 
training weren't viewed as a drain on the organism, they 
were still viewed as abnormal by many and were 
assumed to have substandard function. The physiologi
cal aspects of muscular hypettrophy were not yet under
stood and so it was theorized that the reason muscles 
grew larger with training was due to a buildup of"fibrot
ic" tissue rather than growth of individual muscle cells 
because of additional contractile proteins. This hard, 
inflexible "fibrotic tissue" supposedly did not function 
like regular muscle and served to slow down muscle 
contraction and make the muscle containing it stiff and 
inelastic.s6 It is difficult to believe that cadaver studies 
didn't refute this notion but apparently no one ever 
thought to look. 

Another reason that the concept of musclebind
ing became so pervasive in the early twentieth century 
was that it was buttressed by factors beyond muscle 

. physiology. Exercise physiologist Arthur Steinhaus, for 
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example, told an interviewer in 1944, "And what good 
are big muscles anyway? Cet1ainly not evetybody needs 
them. Some people have the constitutions for them. Oth
ers do not." According to Steinhaus, "There is the truck
horse type of individual and the buggy-horse type. What 
is needed is just a little bit more muscle-strength than is 
needed for each day's work in their particular job."S7 
Steinhaus' introduction of the draft horse/buggy horse 
analogy to explain the difference between a well-built 
weight trainer and the average man has a long histmy. In 
the 1860s light gymnastics advocate Dr. Diocletian 
Lewis had similarly wamed of the dangers of heavy lift
ing when he wrote, "Moving great weights produces a 
slow, inelastic, inflexible man." Those who practice 
heavy lifting, he continued, "will become as inflexible as 
a cat1-horse."ss 

As historian Terry Todd argued in his seminal 
article "The Myth of the Musclebound Lifter," it is not 
surprising that men and women who lived in close prox
imity to horses of all kinds in this era before automobiles 
would compare weightlifters to the slower, thickly built 
Clydesdales and Belgians they saw pulling wagons and 
plowing fields.s9 Earlier Todd had also suggested that 
another aspect of their faith in the concept of muscle
binding probably came from the limited knowledge most 
North Americans had of professional strongmen in this 
era. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
many of the professional strongmen appearing in the cir
cus or variety theater were large, somewhat lumbering 
men whose size would have put the men of the period in 
mind of a massive draft horse. 60 Some of these men, like 
5 '9", 315-pound Louis Cyr, became intemationally 
famous, and pictures of them appeared in newspapers, 
magazines, and on posters when the circus came to town. 
As Todd put it, "most of those who saw these enormous 
men drew the erroneous· conclusion that their ponderous 
size was a direct result of their heavy training, not real
izing that these men were for the most part natural giants 
possessed of undeniably healthy appetites."6t 

Another factor that Todd believes played a role 
in the growth of this pervasive myth of musclebinding 
was that many early fitness entrepreneurs tried to make 
a living by selling training courses through the mail. 
Todd documents that some of these men-who had built 
their own physiques with weights-nonetheless deni
grated barbell training in their advet1ising, and in their 
courses, claiming that it would lead to a muscle-bound 
condition. He speculates that this was done because it 
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was more profitable for these mail-order mer
chants to pay a few pennies to ship an exercise 
booklet that described a system of light exercis
es, than it was to pay the much more expensive 
freight bill required to ship a barbell set.62 

"We Need Have No Fear of Strength" 
Weider and his various writers expended 

a significant amount of ink attempting to dispel 
the myths of muscle-binding and "athlete's 
heart."63 Weider author Herbert Shelton vigor
ously attacked Steinhaus' restrained approach to 
muscle in Your Physique in 1944. To Steinhaus's 
suggestion that what a man needed was just a "lit
tle more muscle than is needed for each day's 
work in their patticular jobs .. . " Shelton replied, 
"This represents a very low ideal. It is an ideal of 
weakness, of ugliness; the ideal of a very lazy 
man."64 Continuing, Shelton wrote, "let the 
physicians get their exercise playing dominoes if 
they want to; we need not be disturbed by their 
effort to get us to conform to the minimum needs 
of our industrial civilization. We need have no 
fear of strength. It is not dangerous. None of us 
will ever become so mighty that he will die of too 
much might. "65 

Shelton's article makes clear that Wei
der's editorial policy by the mid-1940s was to 
attack those "expetts" in the medical and physical 
education communities who were antagonistic to 
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weight training. Signs of this anti-medical bias With a dumbbell in one hand and his club in the other, Frank Stranahan was 

first appeared in 1943 when Weider alleged in an the poster child for weight training for sports in the 1950s. Stranahan was 

article entitled "Our Teachings Have Been Proven featured in both the Hoffman and Weider magazines and was an extremely 

Best After All," that "we have been held in important role model for athletes who wished to train but had been afraid 

bondage by what the medical profession has said they would become musclebound . 

. . . I ask what authority are they?"66 In the same article Whether done by intention or simply through 
he quoted the prominent sp01ts physician S.E. Bilik as luck and circumstance, a two-pronged attack on the neg
having claimed "the average physician knows little more ative myths surrounding weight training emerged in 
about healthful living than the average layman."67 In Your Physique and Weider's second magazine, Muscle 
waging this battle, Weider generally relied on non-tradi- Power, that he began publishing in 1945: 1) articles (like 
tiona) physicians such as Herbett Shelton, who had a Shelton's) appeared directly attacking the so-called 
Doctor of Naturopathy (N.D.) degree-not an M.D.-as experts who were antagonistic to weight lifting; and, 2) 
his "medical" experts.68 As George Russell Weaver Weider began including athletic profiles in Your 
explained it, one should not generally be surprised that Physique (and his later magazines) that demonstrated the 
the medical establishment was against weight training. muscular and healthful benefits of barbell training. 
"After all, the physician is a specialist in Shelton's article, for example, included two sets of 
pathology .. . [and] has had little chance to acquaint him- "before and after" photos in its layout. In the caption 
self with health and physical perfection."69 under Roger Eells "before" photo the caption writer 
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explains that Eells had suffered from tuberculosis but 
ignored his doctor's advice to rest, and began weight 
training to build the "big, powerful body" he showed in 
his "after" photoJO Later in that same issue, in another 
photo caption, Weider again gigs Steinhaus and writes, 
"Our modern muscular marvels are not just hefty truck 
horses, but men of at1istic grace and beauty."7I In April 
of 1949, Stuart Rose also attacked those experts who 
called bodybuilders musclebound. In "Who's Muscle 
Bound?" Rose wrote emphatically that "Anyone who 
calls a well-built fellow musclebound is just as qualified 
to pass judgment on the condition of a man's muscles as 
the paper hanger is qualified to tell the pilot how to fly 
his plane."72 According to Rose, the term was used out 
of sheer jealousy. "We all admire health, strength and 
physical well-being," he wrote. "However, the vast 
majority of us are too lazy to do anything to achieve this 
well-being, this physical perfection." The truth, Rose 
explained, is that we all envy the man who possesses fit
ness. "This envy and its attempted revenge," he contin
ued, "is responsible for the term musclebound and noth
ing else. "73 George Weaver also attacked the expet1s in 
October of 1950: 

One of the most peculiar and mysterious 
phenomena of modern times is the 
apparent prejudice against strength and 
muscular development which is found 
not only among non-athletic persons, 
but among experts in physical educa
tion. For some strange reason, all other 
physical qualities, such as coordination, 
speed, endurance, suppleness, and agili
ty are praised to the skies, but strength is 
sneered at, or damned with the faintest 
praise. Just why physical training 
experts think it their duty to disparage 
the quality of strength and to discourage 
its cultivation is a mystery. It seems 
nonsensical and inconsistent. 74 

Of all the negative myths surrounding weight 
training for sport, the myth of muscle binding was by far 
the most powerful. It was also the most difficult to fight 
because almost no scientific research examining the 
effect of strength training on speed and range of motion 
had been done by scientists in the first decades of the 
twentieth centmy. It was the early 1950s before the first 
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true studies examining musclebinding-done by Edward 
Chui, Jolm Endres, Edward Capen, and, of course, Peter 
Karpovich and his grad student William Zorbas
appeared in the scientific literature, and it was several 
more years before their work began to be widely known 
outside the academic communityJS 

There was one scientist, however, who reported 
on the beneficial aspects of weight training in the mid-
1940s. Thomas Lanier Delorme, an army physician dur
ing World War II, had begun experimenting with weight 
training as an aid to knee rehabilitation. DeLorme was a 
serious weight trainer who began lifting after being 
stricken with rheumatic fever as a teenager and told by 
his physician that he "must never again exert himself."76 
Rather than follow the advice of his physician, however, 
DeLorme began reading muscle magazines and decided 
that barbell training could help rebuild his strength. Like 
Weider, DeLorme also crafted weights from train wheels 
and eventually became a competitive weightlifter. After 
finishing medical school in 1943, he joined the Army 
and was sent to the Army's rehabilitation hospital in 
Chicago where he began using resistance exercise as an 
aid in knee rehabilitation.?? Soldiers in DeLorme 's care 
recovered much more quickly and completely than sol
diers trained using the traditional light-weight, high-rep
etition protocols, and he published the results of his 
work in several distinguished medical journals begin
ning in 1945 and, in 1951, in an impmtant book titled 
Progressive Resistance ExerciseJB 

In 1949, Philip Rasch-who would go on to 
have a distinguished career as an exercise physiolo
gist-reported on DeLorme's work in an article for Mus
cle Power.19 Rasch discussed both the unconventionali
ty and effectiveness of DeLonne's approach to knee 
rehabilitation and also noted with obvious satisfaction 
the implications of the findings. "This must bring a wry 
smile to the older weight trainers," he wrote. "For the 
last quarter of a centuty, we have been trying to pound 
these exact facts into the medical fraternity ... at long 
last the medical profession has caught up with the weight 
trainers. "SO 

While Weider was waiting for the scientists to 
"catch up" he, like Hoffman, peppered his magazines 
with articles and captions attacking the idea of muscle
binding. The articles were largely anecdotal in nature 
and most discussed champion athletes who practiced one 
form of weight training or another. One of the earliest 
examples was provided by Bill Pullum, who cited a 
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British boxer, Joe Wakeling, a multi-class champion and 
"one of the fastest men of his weight ever seen in the 
ring."s i Pullum claimed to have trained the boxer per
sonally and wrote that Wakeling "himself used to say 
that the using of weights had actually made him faster. "82 
References to boxers and wrestlers dominated Your 
Physique in its first decade. A three-pm1 article appeared 
on heavyweight champion Jack Jolmson, the Indian 
wrestler known as the Great Gama made his first appear
ance in 1947, and "Youssef'-the wrestler known as 
"The Terrible Turk"-appeared in 1949.83 Later, in Mus
cle Power magazine, writer Martin Franklin quoted 
strongman Arthur Saxon, who had pointed out that many 
boxers and wrestlers were, in fact, doing resistance train
ing, although not with barbells.84 Saxon asserted that 
weight training had made boxer Tommy Bums faster. 
Additionally, the strongman discussed the training tech
niques of boxers Tommy Sayers and Tom Cribb, both of 
whose training methods included heaving bricks or sacks 
of coal, which Saxon argued are "crude forms of 
weightlifting."ss Even the spectacular Jack Johnson, 
Saxon claimed, "occasionally performed the wrestler's 
bridge while handling heavy weight."86 

This was a recurring theme. In 1950, Joe Wei
der responded to an apparent deluge of reader letters 
inquiring about the advisability of weight training for 
athletes by providing a laundry list of prominent boxers 
who had trained with weights. Though he didn't discuss 
their specific programs or provide evidence, Weider 
asset1ed that such champions as Joe Lewis, Primo Cam
era, and Max Baer were weight-trained athletes and then 
made the blanket statement that it was a known fact that 
"at least 99 %of all the great wrestlers used weights."B7 
In that same issue in "What's Wrong with Strength?" 
George Russell Weaver also offered as evidence a num
ber of weight-trained athletes, writing, "Frank Strafaci is 
a barbell trained man who has won golf championships. 
Joe Walcott was a circus strong-man before he became 
one of the greatest boxers ... Emile Maitrot, a wrestler 
and weight-lifter, won a world 's championship in speed
cycling. Eugen Sandow, the professional strongman, 
surpassed Mike Donovan, one of the most agile boxers 
in a special test of speed in response to a signal. James 
Hudson, a barbell trained man broke the Georgia State 
record in the 100-yard breast-stroke swim . .. Charles 
Steinman, an active weight-lifter, was also captain of the 
Ohio State tennis team." According to Weaver, "Such 
facts as these show the remarkable versatility of weight-
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lifters. "88 
The first active athlete who wasn't a ·boxer or 

wrestler to be featured in a major article in a Weider 
magazine was golfer Frank Stranahan.s9 Earle Lieder
man's 1949 article, "Barbells and a Golf Champion!" 
argued that weight training had made Stranahan a longer 
and more accurate hitter and, most importantly, that 
"barbells do not conflict with the delicate sense of 
touch" necessaty for golf.9o Two years later, Barton Hor
vath profiled Stranahan again for Your Physique and 
explained how Stranahan had begun lifting weights for 
football in high school, then found that it also made him 
a better golfer. According to Horvath, when he asked 
Stranahan about the theoty of musclebinding, "Frank 
replied with a cm1, 'rubbish." ' Many coaches and other 
golfers had wamed him that weight training would only 
be detrimental to his game, Stranahan explained, but 
he'd just ignored them and followed his own path.9I 

The inclusion of Stranahan in Your Physique 
was especially important as he was one of the most 
famous athletes of the mid-twentieth century to be open 
about his barbell training.92 Although Stranahan is 
briefly mentioned in a column by Jules Bacon in 
Sh·ength & Health in 1941, and his cat·eer is touched on 
again in an editorial by Hoffman in 1947, the articles by 
Liederman and Horvath far more fully introduce this 
remarkable athlete to those interested in weight train
ing.93 Recognized as one of the greatest golfers in the 
world, Stranahan had won the British Amateur Champi
onship in 1950, and he regularly played and beat the best 
pros in the world. And, most importantly, Stranahan did 
more than train with weights; he also competed in 
weightlifting and, in 1950, the same year that he won the 
British Amateur Championships, he entered the Ohio 
State Weightlifting Championships and pressed 225 
pounds, snatched 220 pounds, and cleaned and jerked 
300 pounds. According to Horvath he could also "squat 
with over 400 and deadlift over 500 pounds."94 A realist 
about training, Stranahan told Liederman that one "can
not expect weight training alone to make you a champi
on athlete." Being a champion, he explained, also 
required "many long hours of practice at the sport you 
are trying to improve."95 

Reaffirming Bodybuilding in the 1950s 
In the early 1950s Weider began experimenting 

with a number of new magazine titles and formats for his 
publications. In August of 1952 he stopped publishing 
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In 1962 Weider began a new series of articles in Mr. America that provided a primitive biomechanical analysis of a specific sport and then 
provided a routine based on the biomechanical needs of that sport. The article on bowling, shown here, appeared in February of 1963. 
As noted in the copy at the bottom of the two page spread, more than 25,000,000 Americans participated in bowling in this era. 

Your Physique and incorporated it into a new magazine 
called Mr. America: A Mans Magazine, with a note on 
the cover that it also contained Your Physique.96 With 
artwork covers of brawny soldiers, sailors, scuba divers, 
pilots, and other "manly types," the early issues 
appeared to be vying more with such pulp magazines as 
Argosy, True, and For Men Only than with bodybuilding 
magazines.97 Muscle Power-the magazine Weider · 
began in 1945--continued throughout the 1950s and in 
terms of content covered bodybuilding, weightlifting, 
and other aspects of the physical culture lifestyle. In 
August of 1953, however, Weider launched Muscle 
Builder magazine, his first publication to exclusively 
cover bodybuilding. He told readers in the opening edi
torial that as a boy: 

I was a real muscle fanatic, and can still 
recall how annoyed I was when I found 
that all muscle magazines devoted space 
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to general health, diet, sex and female 
pictures. . . . I remember promising 
myself ... that if I were ever a publish
er of a muscle magazine that I would 
see to it that nothing but exercises, pro
grams, stories about the stars, and mus
cle pictures would fill my magazine .. . 
Then the day came when my first dream 
came true and I was the publisher of my 
first magazine. . . . Talking over my 
plans with my distributor I was shocked 
when he said 'I'm sony, but if you insist 
on putting out a magazine of that smt, 
dedicated 100% to muscles, we won't 
handle it. You have to make it more 
generaL' .. . I never forgot the promise 
I made to myself as a boy, and never lost 
sight of the fact that someday I would 
put out a 1 00-percent muscle magazine, 
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whether it was a financial success or not 
... I feel that this new Muscle Builder 
is such a magazine.9s 

The launch of Muscle Builder coincided with 
Weider's increased involvement in the promotion of 
bodybuilding through the IFBB, and a growing friction 
with Hoffman and his York Barbell/AAU associates. 
Historian John Fair's Muscletown USA covers this feud 
in considerable detail and so we will not recount it 
here.99 However, the riva!ty between the two publishers 
may have also impacted sport training information in the 
Weider magazines as discussions of weight training for 
spmt diminish somewhat in the 1950s in Muscle Power 
and Muscle Builder. loa One reason for this change in 
editorial policy was undoubtedly the fact that Joe and 
Ben Weider were trying to establish bodybuilding as a 
sport in its own right by this time. When they began the 
IFBB in 1946, Joe wrote in an editorial that "bodybuild
ing is not a competitive sport in any sense of the word," 
a statement made at a time when he and Ben hoped to be 
able to work out their differences with the AAU.lOl By 
1950, however, subsequent articles specifically refer to 
bodybuilders as "athletes" and to bodybuilding as a 
sport.w2 Further, they began advancing the idea that 
bodybuilding was the "stepping stone" for all other 
sports and activities and bodybuilding exercises were 
discussed as a prerequisite to develop the musculature 
necessaty for Olympic lifting, for playing football, and 
for many other activities.l03 

Many of the early atticles about strength train
ing and sport did not discuss ways that strength training 
could improve sport performance. Rather, they were 
intended to encourage bodybuilders to take up "second 
choice" sports.l04 In this way, bodybuilders were 
encouraged to be ambassadors of physique development 
and to show that the muscles they had developed were 
"useful." Summarizing this view, Bob Leigh urged 
readers to "build the bodies and then take them to other 
activities. "105 This desire to show the utility of muscles 
created by bodybuilding was due in part to attacks from 
the Hoffman camp.l06 Hoffman and, especially, Strength 
& Health editor Harry Paschall pmtrayed the "lumps" 
created by bodybuilders as useless muscles.l07 In their 
official York view these "lumps" were created through 
deliberate high-repetition, moderate-weight exercises 
intended primarily to cause muscle growth. Hoffman 
and Paschall argued that the physiques of bodybuilders 
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were not useful and that they featured mirror-muscles, 
bred by vanity.1os Hoffinan, because of his Jove of 
weightlifting, always viewed that sport as the sine qua 
non of weight training. In contrast to bodybuilding, he 
wanted men to train like competitive lifters with lower 
repetitions and heavy weights. For Hoffman, the 
physique a man acquired through training was a byprod
uct of those workouts and not the primary goal. 

It should be noted that the philosophies of both 
Hoffman and Weider have been incorporated into mod
em sport training. In the contemporary model of peri
odization, for example, strength training begins with the 
"anatomical adaptation" or "hypertrophy" phase.l09 For 
several weeks the athlete is essentially doing bodybuild
ing training because of the now widely-affirmed belief 
that larger muscles are stronger muscles.11o Following 
the hypettrophy phase most sprinter/power athletes, like 
football and basketball players, incorporate Olympic
style lifts and other kinds of explosive movements in 
their workouts, especially in fourth phase of periodiza
tion, sometimes referred to as the power phase or peak
ing. Ill Here, just as Hoffman claimed, snatches and 
cleans and jerks are now acknowledged as excellent 
methods for improving the rate of muscular force pro
duction. These lifts are included because they mimic the 
powerful hip, knee, and ankle extension required in 
explosive jumping and running movements. 

However, while both philosophies have been 
vindicated, Weider's discussion of strength training for 
spmt differed from Hoffman's in one key respect. Hoff
man focused almost exclusively on the claim that 
strength training would improve an athlete's sport per
formance, whereas writers for the Weider magazines 
also stressed the need to also spend a great deal of time 
on spmt practice.l12 The writer Bob Leigh even took a 
jab at Hoffman's claims for the utility of weight training 
in 1946, writing, "Cettain publications . . . proclaim, 
'Lift and be a Champion in all sports.' That is ridiculous 
because no one ever becomes a champion in any sport 
without specialization and concentrated training."m 
George Eiferman also stressed that, "it doesn't follow 
that if you build a high degree of muscularity and 
strength, you will automatically become a good athlete. 
To become proficient at any sport, you have to practice 
faithfully until you master the techniques of the 
game."ll4 

All American Athlete: Bridging the Gap 
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and/or trained for sport.II6 The previous 
year, Weider had once again shuffled mag
azine titles and changed Muscle Power to 
M1: America: The Magazine of Champi
ons .117 This title change accompanied a 
gradual increase in the number of articles 
stressing strength training for sp011 that 
culminated, in 1962, with the launch of a 
special series of spmt-specific instruction
al articles. liS 

The first issue of All American Athlete appeared in November of 1963 with E.M. 

Weider's "Barbells and ... " series was a 
significant development in the evolution of 
weight training for sports as it marked the 
first time a mainstream magazine began to 
systematically address the impmtant con
cept of sp011 specificity.ll9 In our modern 
era the idea that sport training must mimic 
the energy systems used when playing a 
particular sport playing as well as the 
movements of that activity, is well under
stood and considered by most authorities to 
be fundamental to successful training.12o 
However, until Jim Mun·ay and Peter Kar
povich published their landmark book, 
Weight Training in Athletics, in 1956, little 
attention was paid to the fact that different 
sports needed different kinds of strength 
training regimens. In their work, Murray 
and Karpovich included individualized 
routines for football, baseball, and track 
and field, and provided limited advice for 
what they called the "minor sports" of 
wrestling, swimming, boxing, rowing, ten
nis, golf, and fencing.J2I 

Orlick as editor. Orlick, who attended university in Canada and had been affiliated 
The series began with a jointly 

published at1icle by E.M. Orlick and Joe 
Weider called "Barbells and Baseball" in 
June of 1962.122 It was followed the next 
month by "Barbells and Swimming," and 

with several major universities there, wanted to create a magazine that would 
appeal to coaches and academics as well as serious bodybuilders. From this first 
issue, All American Athlete relied heavily on sport science to bolster the claims 
Orlick, Jim Murray, and other writers for the new magazine wanted to make on 
behalf of weight training for sport. 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s both Hoffman 
and Weider began increasing the amount of coverage 
they devoted to strength training for sport in their maga
zines. In 1959, Hoffman added a new column, called 
"Barbells on Campus" which helped to demonstrate the 
growing use of barbells at various American universi
ties. lis Each article featured a different college or uni
versity and discussed young men who competed in 
Olympic weightlifting, took classes in weight training, 
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in succeeding months with articles on run
ning, football, shot-putting, basketball, bowling, boxing, 
wrestling, and the decathlon.m The article on bowling, 
one of America's most popular recreational sports in the 
1960s, is a good example of the level of detail to be 
found in these articles. The cover graphic showed a 
bowler, covered in numbers, releasing the ball. The 
numbers corresponded to the exercises pictured at the 
left of the page, exercises which strengthened all aspects 
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Although it is now common to see articles recommending exercises based on a biomechanical analysis of the muscles used in that sport 
or exercise, it was not common in 1963 when All American Athlete began publishing. This lengthy article was part of a "book-length" fea
ture in this first issue entirely devoted to strength training for football. Written by coaches Elvan George and Ralph Evans, the article pro
vided step-by-step instructions for both players and coaches who, were largely unfamiliar with the use of weights for football. 

of the movement. The a1ticle even included instructions 
for practicing the actual bowling motion with a dumb
beJJ.l24 Sin1ilarly, a running workout incorporated such 
novel resistance movements as running in water, running 
with ankle weights, and mtming stadium steps. These 
were perfonned in addition to more traditional body
building movements such as squats, calf raises, and leg 
presses. 125 

By August of 1963, M1: America featured the 
subtitle "All American Athlete," and the number of 
sp011 training atticles inside the magazine dramatically 
increased. Surviving letters between E.M. Orlick and 
Joe and Ben Weider-now in the collection of Reuben 
Weaver and graciously provided to us for use in this arti
cle-demonstrate that plans were being laid in the sum
mer of 1963 to stat1 a new kind of magazine. Orlick, 
who had been a university faculty member and had affil-
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iations with several professional coaching and physical 
education associations, wrote to Ben Weider outlining 
steps that needed to be taken to assure that the new mag
azine would reach the right hands. "Canada is ripe for 
our new magazine and all that goes with it," he 
explained, before cautioning Ben that the readership for 
All American Athlete will be different than for other Wei
der publications. "The 'intellectuals' will have to be 
treated a little different than the musclemen," he 
explained to Ben. "We've got to reach them thru [sic] 
their own thinking and language." Orlick then told Ben 
how to get the addresses of high school coaches, college 
coaches, and physical educators so that they could be 
informed of the new magazine. They also needed, he 
told Ben, to write all YMCAs, YMHAs, the Canadian 
Olympic Committee, and the National Fitness Council to 
get the word out. "Mention my name," wrote Orlick, 
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cle by Orlick on dietary advice for ath
letes; a feature stoty on sprinter Frank 
Budd, described as the world's fastest 
human; a biomechanical analysis ofthe 
football punt; several medical and sci
entific reports gleaned from research 
publications; and an atticle by former 
Strength & Health editor Jim Murray, 
entitled "Added Resistance for Over
load. "129 

In the months that followed, 
All American Athlete continued to fea
ture strength programs for various 
sports, coaching and technique tips, 
discussions of strategy, and nutritional 
advice. The second issue of the maga
zine, for example, was primarily dedi
cated to training for track and field and 
included another Jim Murray 
article-this one detailing a step-by
step strength training program for the 
decathlon-along with six articles dis
cussing coaching techniques for differ
ent track and field events written by 
prominent coaches. 130 The early issues 
of the magazine were more than one 
hundred pages in length and the expan
sive fonnat created room for training 

All American Athlete editor E.M. Orlick loved hand balancing and gymnastics and got his programs for a wide variety of 
whole family involved when they posed for the great physique photographer Tony sports-even surfing, canoeing, and 
Lanza. His wife, Agnes, is on Orlick's left as they support their four children, Sandy, less traditional sports were covered at 
Karen, Terry and Ron. Photo Courtesy Reuben Weaver times. Throughout the articles in All 

"and some of the Universities I was at-McMaster, 
Western, Sir George Williams, McGill-it might still
help to open up some sticky doors. Also, I was on the 
Olympic Committee, Pan Am Games Committee, 
British Empire Games Committee, was Vice President of 
the AAU of C(anada) . .. "126 Ben Weider wrote back 
the following week repmting that he was "following 
through with this immediately." He added that he felt 
"All American Athlete will be a smashing success, and 
we will do everything we can in Canada to promote 
it. "127 

All American Athlete: The Magazine that Builds 
Champions finally launched in November of 1963 with 
E.M. Orlick as editor.12s The first issue included two 
lengthy atticles on strength training for football; an arti-
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American Athlete the concept of spott
specific training was increasingly affirmed and 
refined.BI 

In addition to recommending exercises based on 
the actual muscles used during various sporting activi
ties, Weider's new magazine also addressed the need to 
think about speed of movement as an aspect of barbell 
trammg. An important aspect of the application of 
strength training to sport is that it has to require the ath
lete to contract certain muscles quickly and simultane
ously. Consistent heavy training does not necessarily do 
this because maximal lifts require incredibly forceful but 
often slow contractions. It is generally agreed that to 
teach the rapid muscle recruitment required in quick 
sport movements the movements must periodically be 
performed rapidly.I32 This is an adaptation on the part of 
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the nervous system, not the muscular system per se, but 
it is, nonetheless, an important training adaptation. 
George F. Jowett, one of Weider 's long-time mentors, 
had recognized this basic idea at least as early as the 
1930s when he wrote about it in Strength & Health.I33 
He advocated a similar program in 1962 in Muscle 
Builder which called for light weight, low repetition 
exercises performed as rapidly as possible to "coordi
nat[e] the nervous forces with the muscular."I34 In 1965, 
in All American Athlete, Ben Weider also advised a fast 
training program which called for first using heavy 
weight, then reducing it twenty percent and deliberately 
attempting to move it faster.135 

On the opposite end of the speed-of-movement 
spectrum, Jim Munay consistently advised against the 
practice of isometric exercise. Isometrics involve maxi
mum contractions without producing any change in a 
joint's angle. This type of training gained immense pop
ularity in the early 1960s when three York lifters made 
tremendous gains in size and strength which Bob Hoff
man credited to isometric training. What Hoffman did 
not reveal was that these men were among the very first 
strength athletes to use anabolic steroids in the United 
States. This was kept secret.t36 Murray recognized that 
isometrics were not a "normal expression of strength," 
due to their static nature, and he speculated that such 
static training would likely only adversely affect spot1 
performance.m To help debunk the fascination of many 
coaches and athletes with isometric contraction-and to 
highlight Hoffman's misplaced enthusiasm-Weider 
published "Top University Scientists Blast Isometric 
Faddism: Researchers who Started Craze Warn Against 
Its Improper Use" in All American Athlete in February of 
1964. The article, written by four scientists from South
em Illinois University, labeled the unwananted claims 
being made for isometrics as "pseudo-science propagan
da" and told readers that in this case the "scientific liter
ature has often been exploited, misquoted, and removed 
from proper context in order to substantiate such 
claims."t Js Weider's choice of the scientists was 
inspired, no doubt by a letter from E.M. Orlick the pre
vious summer warning Joe to be careful in taking on the 
isometrics issue. "If you were writing just to the muscle 
heads it would be different," Orlick wrote, "but in All 
American Athlete you are reaching top physiologists, 
researchers, etc. and would look pretty stupid making 
statements you can't back up with solid facts."t39 

Throughout 1964, All American Athlete 
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appeared on a monthly basis and continued to bring sci
ence and spot1 into the homes of thousands of individu
als around the globe.I40 In that Olympic year, the maga
zine was, to no one's surprise, filled with Cold War con
cerns that began with Orlick's "Let's Answer the Com
munist Spot1s Challenge," in March of 1964. That at1i
cle was followed by cover stories in May and June dis
cussing the need for America to adopt a national sport 
program in order to combat the rise of communist 
spot1.141 In October of 1964, editor Orlick announced 
that All American Athlete was taking on an even larger 
role in the Olympic movement and that the magazine 
was actually helping to design strength training pro
grams for some of America's Olympic teams. According 
to Orlick, at the request of the Olympic canoeing coach 
he and other expet1s "took into consideration the anato
my, physiology and kinesiology involved. And, after 
weeks of intensive study, backed by a lifetime of train-
ing and experience .. . we developed a scientific strength 
building program ... one of the first such scientific pro-
grams for USA athletes in any spot1." 142 Wrote Orlick, 
"There exists a big gap between scientific knowledge 
and its practical application, especially with respect to 
sports . .. we have taken a big step to bridge this gap."J43 

Despite the important role All American Athlete 
hoped to play in advancing the cause of sport training, 
the magazine ultimately failed to catch on as Weider and 
Orlick hoped. In an appeal to advertisers in 1963, adver
tising manager Ronald J. Orlick, son of editor E.M. 
Orlick, claimed that the magazine had a circulation of 
more than 81,000 made up · of 26,000 coaches, 1 ,200 
gym owners, 48,000 individual athletes, 1,700 depart
ment of recreation officials, 1,800 athletic directors, and 
3,200 athletic trainers.J44 E.M. Orlick's correspondence 
files reveal, however, that the magazine's decline might 
also be attributed to people not receiving their magazine 
in a timely manner. In November of 1963, for example, 
Orlick wrote Joe Weider to tell him that "I have already 
had letters from people who have not yet received All 
American Athlete ... This definitely hurts our image and 
business," he continued, "and the negative experience of 
one or two can definitely influence the many others who 
might subscribe."J45 In December, Orlick wrote again to 
tell Joe that "things are worse . . . 18 complaints today." 
Continuing, Orlick urged Joe to take this matter serious
ly as All American Athlete had a different readership than 
his other magazines and because high schools and col
leges, "have organizations at all levels from local, 
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Although ravaged by age, this rare photograph shows Jim Murray, second from the right, standing with (from left to right}: John 
Bill Colonna, Earlene Colonna, Paul Anderson and on the right, 1952 Mr. America Jim Park. It was taken at Bill Colonna's 1953 picnic in 
Virginia. at which Paul Anderson set an unofficial world record in the squat with 762 pounds. At the time this was taken, Murray had 
been acting as managing editor of Strength & Health for two years. At York, and later with Joe Weider's magazines, Murray was con
stantly pushing to include more information abo.ut weight training for sport. His dozens of articles on the subject, and the publication of 
Weight Training for Athletics with co-author Peter Karpovich, make Murray one of the most significant figures in the move toward the 
acceptance of strength training for sport in the twentieth century. 

through district, state, to national and such things will be 
brought up at conventions, etc. and we'll fmd ourselves 
black-balled, but good."I46 

Orlick's concems had not diminished by Febru
ary of 1964 when he wrote to Joe again about the sub
scription problem, closing the letter with, "I am very 
much concerned not only for you but also for me as I will 
be destroyed along with you."I47 One week later, Orlick 
wrote again, asking Joe to read two enclosed letters from 
dissatisfied coaches who had not received their maga
zines. "These people are not dumb muscle heads," wrote 
Orlick, "they hold positions of prominence and some 
wield lots of power."I48 

Another reason for the decline of the magazine 
may well have been a lack of outside advertisers. 
Orlick's son, Ron, listed as advettising manager in the 
magazine, wrote Weider at one point about $600 worth 
of advertising he had sold that never appeared in All 
American Athlete. "It is absolutely ridiculous to work 
our guts off getting orders, and then not filling them," he 
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wrote.I49 In any case, by April of 1965, the magazine fell 
to only sixty-six pages in length and Weider stopped pro
ducing it as a stand-alone magazine. He'd apparently 
been thinking about stopping it for several months, how
ever, having written in a personal letter in January of 
1965 that although "we all want to keep AAA going," 
he 'd already lost $50,000 on the magazine and it had 
only developed a circulation of 23,000 subscribers. ISO 

Although the first iteration of All American Ath
lete was over, Weider's interest in marketing a sport 
training magazine remained. According to writer Jim 
Murray, Weider even approached him about working for 
him on a full-time basis in the late 1960s so that he could 
run a new version of the magazine. Murray, who played 
football and threw the javelin at Rutgers University at 
the same time he lifted weights, always believed that a 
magazine such as All American Athlete was needed and 
could succeed. However, he repotted, "by the time Joe 
approached me, I was working for Johnson and Johnson, 
and I really didn't want to give up the security that that 
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job offered."Isi So, Murray explained, he worked for 
Joe as a freelancer and helped during 1968 and 1969 
when All American Athlete once again appeared on 
American newsstands for five additional issues. The last 
two issues list Murray as the editor in chief.Is2 Said 
Murray, "After writing the book with Dr. Karpovich, I 
knew how impmtant it was to bring science and spmt 
together, but somehow we could never quite make it all 
work at Weider's as it should."I53 

Conclusion 
Although All American Athlete did not last, it

and Weider's other publications-had a profound effect 
on the creation of today's spmt training environment. 
Weider publications recognized and discussed in some 
capacity all of the modem principles of a spott condi
tioning program--overload, progression, injury preven
tion and sport specificity-and they also identified for 
the public a host of role model athletes who used weight 
training in their preparation for competition-athletes 
ranging from golfer Frank Stranahan to baseball star 
Mickey Mantle to field event specialist Jay Sylvester.I54 

Weider could not have known that his decision 
to end the magazine in the fall of 1969 would coincide 
with the hiring of Boyd Epley as the first collegiate 
strength coach in America.Iss Nor could Weider have 
known-though he might have suspected-that Epley 
would go on to do exactly what All American Athlete 
urged in 1965 when Orlick wrote in an editorial about 
the need for a national clearinghouse to relay the fmd
ings of the emerging sport sciences to coaches so that 
they could be used to maximize perfonnance.I56 

In 1978, Epley formed the "clearinghouse" that 
All American Athlete had envisioned when he called the 
first meeting of the National Strength Coaches' Associa
tion (NSCA) to facilitate the sharing of infonnation 
between conditioning professionals and researchers 
regarding best practices in the enhancement of spmt per
fmmance.Is7 Although Epley wasn 't a reader of the ear
ly All American Athlete issues, he was defmitely aware 
of the magazine-and recalls that he had a picture of 
bodybuilder Sergio Oliva taped to his fridge in those 
years, a fact which suggests that Weider's message of 
bodybuilding as the foundation for all spmt training had 
been heard_Iss 

Over the years since that time, the NSCA has 
become even more fully the clearinghouse Orlick envi
sioned, with the launch, in 1979, of the NSCA s Strength 
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and Conditioning Association Journal. Its founder and 
editor, exercise physiologist William Kraemer--consid
ered by many to be the world's leading authority on 
strength and conditioning science-has clear memories 
of reading the atticles in All American Athlete and being 
inspired by them as a teenager. ''They excited me with 
new programs and ideas," he recalled, "and they even 
served in some ways as a model for the early issues of 
the NSCA Journal." Kraemer added, "I wanted it (the 
Journal) to have training discussions, research and edu
cation on training, famous athletes on the cover with 
their coach, and so on .. . These magazines . . . were 
inspirational. . . they opened my eyes."I59 Asked if he 
remembered Orlick's use of the phrase "Bridging the 
Gap," which is now the NSCA's motto, Kraemer 
claimed he didn't. "I thought I came up with it ... but I 
must have read it and not remembered by 1978."160 

It is impossible, of course, for historians to pre
cisely assess the impact of any man, or magazine-espe
cially a series of magazines published over a long period 
of time. However, it is clear that Joe Weider played a 
key role in the development of strength training for 
sport. Weider's publications battled the myths which 
hindered strength training, particularly the concepts of 
muscle-binding and athlete's heart. His publications 
also consistently advocated the model of progressive 
overload to improve physique and performance and they 
embraced and promoted spmt science as the means to 
greater athletic performance. Moreover, Weider, Mur
ray, Orlick, and the other writers most closely involved 
with All American Athlete, helped develop the concept of 
spmt-specific strength training, particularly with regard 
to movement specificity. It is an impressive legacy and 
one that deserves recognition within the spmt and aca
demic communities.I6I 

NOTES: 

The authors would like to thank Reuben Weaver for allow
ing us to use materials from his collection for this article. 
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